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Chapter 5
Conclusion

This chapter concludes this PhD thesis and presents recommendations for
future research. The thesis contains contributions to Statistical Theory and
Biometric Applications. The Statistical Theory part of this thesis was inspired
by the dependence between two comparison scores that involve at least one
common person. This dependence was modelled by a Gaussian copula with
constraints on the covariance matrix. We studied efficient estimation in this
model and generalized this to efficient estimation in quite general semipara-
metric models with constraints on the parameters.

Our LR-based score level fusion was proposed in the Biometric Application
part to handle dependence between matchers. The results from the Statistical
Theory part were not used in the Biometric Application part because they
did not give a significant improvement and sometimes they even degraded
the performance of our fusion strategy. In the following, we highlight the
main contributions of this thesis by reviewing the research questions posed in
Chapter 1 and explaining how the thesis answers these questions.

5.1 Answers to the research questions

5.1.1 Statistical Theory

Consider a quite arbitrary (semi)parametric model with a Euclidean parameter
of interest and assume that an asymptotically (semi)parametrically efficient
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estimator of it is given.

• If the parameter of interest is known to lie on a general surface (image of a
continuously differentiable vector valued function), what is the lower bound
on the performance of estimators under this restriction and how can an
efficient estimator be constructed?

A semiparametric submodel is defined in which the parameter of interest is
the lower dimensional parameter determining the general surface. The semi-
parametric lower bound for estimators of it is obtained via the Hájek-LeCam
Convolution Theorem for regular parametric models. Furthermore, the effi-
cient score function for the underlying parameter is determined by the efficient
score function for the original parameter and the Jacobian of the function
defining the general surface, via a simple chain rule for score functions. An
efficient estimator for the underlying parameter is constructed in terms of
the efficient estimator for the original estimator, the Jacobian of the function
defining the general surface, and a consistent estimator of the optimal lower
bound. This consistent estimator is based on empirical characteristic functions
and a sample splitting technique. Finally, some simple examples are given in
location-scale, Gaussian copula, and semiparametric regression models, and in
parametric models under linear restrictions.

• If the parameter of interest belongs to the zero set of a continuously differ-
entiable function (for which it might be impossible to parametrize it as the
image of a continuously differentiable vector valued function), what is the
lower bound on the performance of estimators under this restriction and
how can an efficient estimator be constructed?

A semiparametric submodel is defined in which the parameter of interest is
restricted by an functional equality constraint. The efficient influence func-
tion for the constrained parameter is obtained by a projection technique and
an updated estimator is proposed for the constrained parameter in terms of
the efficient estimator of the parameter without restrictions and the function
defining the equality constraint. An efficient estimator for the constrained
parameter itself is then obtained by finding the closest point in the zero set of
the function defining the constraint to the updated estimator. Finally, some
simple examples are given in location-scale, Gaussian copula, semiparametric
regression, and parametric models.
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5.1.2 Biometric Application

Suppose we have score-based multibiometric matchers, in which two or more
different matchers compute a similarity score for any pair of two biometric
samples.

• How can copula models handle dependence between matchers? How do
we estimate the dependence parameters from training data? What are the
performances of handling dependence compared to the simple independence
assumption between matchers in applications?

A what we call semiparametric LR-based score level fusion strategy is pro-
posed. The LR of the joint matchers is computed by splitting the marginal
likelihood ratios and the dependence between matchers via the copula con-
cept. As a result, the LR can be computed by multiplying the product of
the individual likelihood ratios and the copula density ratio called Correction
Factor. A semiparametric model to compute the Correction Factor is pro-
posed by computing the individual likelihood ratios nonparametrically via the
PAV algorithm and by modelling dependence between matchers by parametric
copulas. It is then discussed how the estimator for the Correction Factor pa-
rameter can be obtained and how it behaves like, asymptotically. Finally, some
applications simulating real biometric scenarios are presented and it is demon-
strated how our LR-based fusion is applied to them including the method to
choose the best copula pairs.

• How can copula models be used in standard biometric verification? How
can we compare copula-based biometric fusion to the simple independence
assumption between matchers?

In line with the semiparametric LR-based score level fusion strategy, a method
is proposed, called fixed FAR fusion, by maximizing the true positive rate
(TPR) at fixed false acceptance rate (FAR) semiparametrically. After com-
putation of the individual likelihood ratios via the PAV algorithm, the best
Correction Factor modelled by some well-known parametric copulas is deter-
mined by optimization of the TPR at fixed FAR, which is set beforehand,
using a resampling method. Our fixed FAR fusion is then compared to sim-
ple fusion under the independence assumption between matchers by use of
Jeffreys’ method. Our fixed FAR fusion is also compared to other LR-based
methods (GMM and Logit) on synthetic and real databases.

• How can copula models be used in forensic applications for combining multi-
algorithm face recognition systems, which are usually dependent?
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Following the semiparametric LR-based score level fusion strategy, a method
called two-step calibration is proposed by choosing from a family of some well-
known parametric copulas the copula pair that gives the smallest discrimina-
tion loss after the product of the individual likelihood ratios has been com-
puted via the PAV algorithm. Once the best copula pair has been chosen,
the training data are fused via this copula pair and the fused data are used
to train the PAV algorithm in order to make the fused scores well calibrated.
Some experimental results on real databases show that the two-step method
outperforms the PLR, GMM, and Logit methods with respect to the cost of
loglikelihood and the ECE plot.

5.2 Final remarks

There are two types of dependence in score level fusion: dependence between
scores (that involve at least one common person) produced by one matcher
and dependence between matchers. The first type of dependence may be
modelled by a Gaussian copula under constraints, which is a special case of
a general semiparametric model with constrained parameters. Although such
semiparametric models can be applied to some common problems in statistics,
the obtained results do not help in improving the accuracy of estimates of the
LR and they might even degrade the performance. Causes might be that most
scores are independent and that the assumption of the observations following
a Gaussian copula distribution is rather strong and hard to be satisfied for
real biometric data. On the other hand, the dependence between matchers
is always relevant and should be taken care of in order to improve the PLR
method as can be seen from the results in Chapter 3. It is also emphasized
that the best copula pair may be different for every performance measure.

5.3 Recommendations for future research

5.3.1 Statistical Theory

In Section 2.3 semiparametric estimation of Euclidean parameters under equal-
ity constraints is discussed. In future research more general constraints can
be studied by considering both equality and inequality constraints as already
studied in parametric models.
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5.3.2 Biometric Application

Chapters 3 and 4 discussed the importance of incorporating dependence be-
tween matchers in score level fusion. A semiparametric LR-based method was
proposed where the individual likelihood ratios are computed by the PAV al-
gorithm and the Correction Factor is approximated by a copula density ratio.
Future work may investigate the following problems.

• The accuracy of the PAV algorithm can be very poor for small sample
sizes. A more robust method that can handle small sample size problems
for estimating 1-dimensional likelihood ratios, may potentially improve the
semiparametric LR-based method.

• The parametric copula families that are used in Chapter 3, model the de-
pendencies between all matchers the same. More precisely, if there are three
matchers then the dependence of all three pairs of two matchers is assumed
to be the same. In practice, the dependence between the first and second
matcher may be different from the dependence between the first and the
third one or between the second and third one. Therefore, by allowing
each pair of two matchers to have different dependence may also lead to
improvement.




